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Internal mobility ratios $b_{\text{Na}}/b_{\text{Ag}}$ in molten (Na, Ag)NO\textsubscript{3} have been measured with the column-method. From these, the densities and conductivities the internal mobilities have been calculated. Contrary to results obtained with other methods, over the investigated range of concentration and temperature, $b_{\text{Ag}}$ is greater than $b_{\text{Na}}$. The various methods are discussed.

Introduction

The molar volume of molten NaX is appreciably greater than that of molten AgX (X = NO\textsubscript{3} [1, 2], X = Cl [3], X = Br [4], X = I [4]), whereas the ionic radius of Na\textsuperscript{+} is slightly smaller than that of Ag\textsuperscript{+} [5]. Evidently the interaction of an Ag-X pair is stronger than that of an Na-X pair, the polarizability of Ag\textsuperscript{+} being much greater than that of Na\textsuperscript{+}. The internal mobility of Ag\textsuperscript{+} in molten AgNO\textsubscript{3}, however, is greater than that of Na\textsuperscript{+} in molten NaN\textsubscript{O}3.

The various methods are discussed.

Experimental

The electromigration cell was of the type used in [14, 15]. The catholyte was molten NH\textsubscript{4}NO\textsubscript{3}. The large vessel, in which the separation tube was inserted, contained a molten mixture of (Li, Na, K)NO\textsubscript{3} (30-17-53 mol%), so that a low temperature range could be covered. The separation tube of Vycor of 4 mm in internal diameter was packed with alumina (150-180 \textmu m) over ca. 200 mm from the bottom and was filled with the anolyte, a mixture of NaN\textsubscript{O}3 and AgNO\textsubscript{3} of the desired composition. The chemicals NaN\textsubscript{O}3 and AgNO\textsubscript{3} of reagent grade were melted and dehydrated in a small vessel by bubbling dry Ar gas before use. The small vessel was shielded from light, kept at relatively low temperature, and the mixture was used within a few days. No decomposition of AgNO\textsubscript{3} was detected throughout the experiment.

The temperature of the separation tube could be kept constant within $\pm$ 1 K with a temperature controller. After a few hours of electromigration at a constant current, the separation tube was taken out and cut into pieces of 10-15 mm length. The content of Na\textsuperscript{+} and Ag\textsuperscript{+} was analysed by flame spectrophotometry and atomic absorption spectrophotometry, respectively. Since Ag\textsuperscript{+} was apt to be adsorbed on the glass wall and the diaphragm material in neutral solution, the pieces were dipped in diluted nitric acid solution for 2 hr. The alumina powder was separated by a G-3 glass filter washed beforehand with diluted nitric acid solution. Each portion was first diluted to 100 cm$^3$. Then, 2–5 cm$^3$ in accordance with the approximate concentration of each portion was further
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Table 1. The relative difference in the internal mobilities. The errors given are those due to the chemical analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$T$ (K)</th>
<th>$x_{Ag}$</th>
<th>$Q/C$</th>
<th>$\varepsilon_{NaAg}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>543</td>
<td>0.551 ± 0.002</td>
<td>2039</td>
<td>-0.098 ± 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.746 ± 0.003</td>
<td>2491</td>
<td>-0.101 ± 0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.904 ± 0.002</td>
<td>2036</td>
<td>-0.138 ± 0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>563</td>
<td>0.321 ± 0.002</td>
<td>1308</td>
<td>-0.124 ± 0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.487 ± 0.003</td>
<td>1666</td>
<td>-0.139 ± 0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.716 ± 0.003</td>
<td>2517</td>
<td>-0.146 ± 0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.874 ± 0.004</td>
<td>1176</td>
<td>-0.166 ± 0.016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>583</td>
<td>0.127 ± 0.001</td>
<td>2540</td>
<td>-0.058 ± 0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.332 ± 0.004</td>
<td>2419</td>
<td>-0.064 ± 0.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.426 ± 0.003</td>
<td>1756</td>
<td>-0.075 ± 0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.688 ± 0.002</td>
<td>2633</td>
<td>-0.085 ± 0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.896 ± 0.003</td>
<td>2075</td>
<td>-0.103 ± 0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>603</td>
<td>0.119 ± 0.001</td>
<td>2642</td>
<td>-0.053 ± 0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.322 ± 0.003</td>
<td>2309</td>
<td>-0.067 ± 0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.589 ± 0.003</td>
<td>1815</td>
<td>-0.065 ± 0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.675 ± 0.002</td>
<td>2552</td>
<td>-0.072 ± 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.900 ± 0.002</td>
<td>2077</td>
<td>-0.084 ± 0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>623</td>
<td>0.130 ± 0.001</td>
<td>2490</td>
<td>-0.040 ± 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.301 ± 0.001</td>
<td>1309</td>
<td>-0.081 ± 0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.504 ± 0.002</td>
<td>1249</td>
<td>-0.094 ± 0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.696 ± 0.003</td>
<td>1297</td>
<td>-0.101 ± 0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.894 ± 0.005</td>
<td>1206</td>
<td>-0.092 ± 0.014</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

diluted to 100 cm$^3$ for the spectrophotometric analysis. The concentration of nitric acid in the solution for the analysis was ca. 0.16 mol dm$^{-3}$ for the samples with $x_{Ag} > 0.5$ and ca. 0.14 mol dm$^{-3}$ for $x_{Ag} < 0.5$ ($x_{Ag}$: mole fraction of Ag).

Results

Relative differences in the internal mobilities $b$ are defined as

$$\varepsilon_{NaAg} = (b_{Na} - b_{Ag})/b,$$

where $b = x_{Na}b_{Na} + x_{Ag}b_{Ag}$. The $\varepsilon$ values, given in Table 1, have been calculated from [15]

$$\varepsilon_{NaAg} = (F/Q)(x_{Na}N_{Ag} - x_{Ag}N_{Na})/x_{Na}x_{Ag},$$

where $Q$ is the transported charge, $F$ the Faraday constant, $x_{Ag}$ and $x_{Na}$ are the original mole fractions ($x_{Ag} + x_{Na} = 1$), and $N_{Na}$ and $N_{Ag}$ are the molar quantities of Na$^+$ and Ag$^+$ in the anolyte after electrolysis; in the present case the anolyte refers to the salt from the anode to the fraction where the initial composition remained unchanged.

The internal mobilities of Na$^+$ and Ag$^+$, given in Table 2, are calculated from the $\varepsilon$ values and data on the conductivities [1] and densities [1] by

$$b_{Na} = (\varepsilon V/F)(1 + x_{Ag}\varepsilon_{NaAg}), \quad (3a)$$

$$b_{Ag} = (\varepsilon V/F)(1 - x_{Na}\varepsilon_{NaAg}), \quad (3b)$$

where $\varepsilon$ is the conductivity and $V$ the molar volume of the mixture.

The molar volumes of the present system at 543 K, 583 K and 623 K, calculated from the density measurements of Brillant [1], are shown in Figure 1. If the values recommended in [2] were adopted, the molar volume of (Na, Ag)NO$_3$ would decrease linearly with $x_{Ag}$.

The obtained isotherms of $b_{Na}$ and $b_{Ag}$ at 543 K, 583 K, and 623 K are shown in Figure 2.

Comparison with the Results by Other Methods

The isotherms at 573 K obtained with the EMF method by Richter and Amkreutz [9] and with the Hittorf method by Connan [10] are shown in Figure 3. A comparison of Fig. 2 with Fig. 3 reveals that our results are essentially different from theirs.
Fig. 1. The isotherms of the molar volumes based on [1]. The values for the pure melts obtained from the recommended values [2] are also shown for comparison (●).

Fig. 2. Isotherms of $b_{Na}$ and $b_{Ag}$ at 543 K, 583 K, and 623 K.

Fig. 3. The isotherms of the internal mobilities at 573 K obtained by other methods. (—): EMF method [9], (-----): Hittorf method [10]; in the latter study the external mobilities were measured, from which the internal ones are obtained.

Aziz and Wetmore [6] applied the Hittorf method with a silver anode and evaluated a function

$$\phi = (F/Q)(x_{Na}N_{Ag} - x_{Ag}N_{Na})$$

from the data obtained for the anode compartment. Since during electrolysis Ag$^+$ ions were produced at the anode while in our case the anode was inert, for a comparison of their $\phi$ values with our $\varepsilon$ values, given by (2), $N_{Ag}$ in (4) has to be replaced by $N_{Ag} - Q/F$. One thus has

$$\varepsilon_{NaAg} = (\phi - x_{Na})/x_{Na} x_{Ag}.$$  

The $\varepsilon$ values obtained by (5) from their $\phi$ values differ much from those in the present study, though there is qualitative agreement.

Similar experiments were performed at 578 K by Duke, Laity, and Owens [7]. From their four $\phi$ values one finds, using (5), $\varepsilon_{NaAg} = 0.37, -0.05, 0.00$ and 0.05 for $x_{Ag} = 0.09, 0.30, 0.50$ and 0.71, respectively. With the exception of the $\varepsilon$ value for $x_{Ag} = 0.30$, these $\varepsilon$ values are far from those given in Table 1.
Hittorf type experiments of this kind may be unreliable for three reasons:

1. The necessary region (not point!) of unchanged composition between the cathode and anode compartments probably does not exist, the separating membrane (plug) being too thin (short).
2. The voluminous anode compartment prevents large changes in composition.
3. The production of AgNO₃ at the anode may be incomplete, gas being produced.

The EMF measurements of Richter and Amkreutz [9] were performed with a cell consisting of two electrode compartments connected by a liquid junction, each compartment containing a silver electrode and molten (Na, Ag)NO₃, the mole fractions of AgNO₃ in the compartments differing by dₓₐg, i.e. the chemical potentials differing by dµₐgNO₃. This brings about an EMF (= dφₜ) of the cell which is given by [16]

\[ F dφₜ = (1 + xₐg \varepsilonₐ_{Naₐg}) dµₐgNO₃. \]  

Evidently only the small deviation of \( F dφₜ/dµₐgNO₃ \) from unity yields the information about \( \varepsilon \). This is a weakness of this method.

If, instead of silver electrodes, inert electrodes surrounded by nitrous gas would have been used, as had been done in [17] for molten (K, Ag)NO₃, an EMF (= dφₜ) given by [16]

\[ F dφₜ = xₐg \varepsilonₐ_{Naₐg} dµₐgNO₃. \]  

would have been obtained. This, of course, would have allowed for more precise measurements of \( \varepsilon \). \( \phi_A \) is the so called diffusion potential.

Although the zone electromigration method, in which radioisotopes or enriched stable isotopes have to be used, has not been applied to the present system, this method will be inferior to the column method for internal mobility ratio measurements.

Thus, the column method is superior to other methods particularly in such a system as the present one, where the difference in the mobilities of the two cations is small.

Results on the isotherms of the internal cation mobilities in the systems (Li, Ag)NO₃ and (K, Ag)NO₃ remeasured by the column method will be reported soon, and a discussion of the mobilities in the three systems (Li, Ag)NO₃, (Na, Ag)NO₃ and (K, Ag)NO₃ is therefore postponed.